
What’s 
On The Way  

Swiss Chard
Summer Squash

Scallions

Bulk 
Produce  
Coming Soon

What's Happening On The Farm

Off The Ground Again

When I set about dreaming about the season 
to come, sometime in the dead of winter, after 
I have shaken off some of the sleep from the 
last season's labors, I usually keep it simple; A 
nice sowing of carrots. With no weeds. Plenty 
of water. And a repaired digger bar to get them 
out of the ground smoothly and quickly. Then 
it gets embellished from there, with all types of 
remembrances and hopes for the future.

Then March comes and the greenhouse is planted. Then April 
and the ground warms and the plow turns the earth. Plants 
are planted. The crew is trained. The seeds are sown. Then the 
weeds grow and the pests come. And we meet them with ideas 
and strategies. Sometimes the rains stop in early June and we 
need to start irrigating. And before too long the heat comes, 
the plants grow, and it's time to start harvesting. We send out 
the word that the crops are ready and 1000 people come to the 
farm looking hungry for lettuce. Then we pack up 100 boxes 
and take them to our Boston shareholders. And, just like that, 
we have a farm again.

When the season begins it frequently seems like getting to this 
point, this day, is a near impossibility. People to hire and train. 
Machines to get started and keep running. Cows and calves to 
separate. Supplies to inventory and order. And on an on and on. 
But before I know it, every single time (and now for the 24th 

time), we do get to this place; The place where ev-
erything is happening. All at the same time. Tilling 
the earth. Sowing seeds. Planting plants. Outsmart-
ing pests. Watering thirsty cells. Harvesting crops. 
Distributing food for your kitchens. 

This week, in the day-to-day, the farm is getting 
dry. The carrots need water. The strawberries are 
sweet and abundant.  But mostly, I'm thinking; 
We have made it again, and we are so glad to have 
seen you, heard from you, and gotten this hulking 
dirigible off the ground one more time. Let's Go!!

Your Farmer,
Dan
(for Karen, Zoe, Abbe, Ellen, Alex, Ben, and Jake)
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What’s new this week 

Getting Heavier! 

Garlic Scapes:  This is the top of the 
garlic plant -- curled up and ready to 
form a little seed (bulbil). Before it does, we clip it off 
and (since it's so tender), use it in place of onions or 
garlic in any dish. Just chop it up like a scallion and 
enjoy the incredible taste and aroma (see recipe below).

Baby Bunching Beets: These are delectable beets 
with their greens on. Or, you could think of them 
as a bunch of Swiss chard, with a fun surprise at the 
bottom! Chop up the whole thing (greens, beets, stems) and 
saute, steam, or stir fry.

Napa (or "Chinese") Cabbage: This vegetable is cabbage for 
over 1 billion people. Use the whole head for stir fry, kim chi, 
etc. It's a bit loose at first, but eventually will be very dense. 
We will start harvesting Monday (Saturday distribution will get 
a different suprise!) We should have it for 2 - 3 weeks.

Collard Greens: This hearty cooking green needs to be cooked 
for a while and then it reveals a savory, satisfying flavor. We have 
a great early crop this year.

Arugula: This peppery green is great either raw (chopped into 
the salad) or cooked (loses some of it's tang). The first crop 
struggled with flea beetles and excess heat, so it has a lot of 
holes. But there are nine more sowings to come!!
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I think Karen just made this up. 
And it's really delicious.

Place scapes and walnuts in the bowl 
of a food processor and whiz until well 
combined and somewhat smooth. Slowly 
drizzle in oil and process until integrated. 
With a rubber spatula, scoop pesto out 
of bowl and into a mixing bowl. Add 
parmigiano to taste; add salt and pepper. 
Makes about 6 ounces of pesto. Keeps for 
up to one week in an airtight container 
in the refrigerator. Mix with pasta, spread 
on pizza crust, dabble on fish, combine 
with quinoa, great with most anything!  
....Yum.

1 cup garlic scapes (about 6 scapes), 
top flowery part removed, cut into ¼- 
inch slices

1/3 cup walnuts (or your choice of 
nuts or seeds - pistachios are great)

¾ cup olive oil
¼-1/2 cup grated parmigiano
½ teaspoon salt
black pepper to taste

Garlic Scape Pesto



Tips For Preserving 
Getting Ready & Freezing Strawberries

Our farm is the best place we 
know for fresh food. But if you 
want to eat well all winter (long 
after our lettuce have become ice 
cubes), "putting food by" for the 
winter months is the way to go. 
You can freeze, can, dry, and de-
hydrate many of our farm crops. 

One way to ensure success is to 
get prepared. We recommend  the book Putting Food By as a 
reference. A freezer, freezer bags, empty yogurt containers, and 
canning supplies are all helpful. Some dry storage with places 
to hang things comes in handy as well. 

Let’s start with something easy to give you a sense of how quick 
and worthwhile this whole thing can be. There are now lots of 
strawberries available in our Pick Your Own patches. Whatever 
you can’t eat now will keep very well in the freezer with just a 
bit of work. 

Here’s what you do: Pick lots of berries. Bring them home and 
rinse them in cold water. Remove the  tops and place on cookie 
sheets. Once they are frozen, put them  in plastic freezer bags, 
seal, and place in the freezer. That’s it. Done.  Finis.

In the winter, when you’re feeling blue about having to eat apples 
again or buy styrofoam strawberries for $6.00 a quart from 
Mexico, grab a bag from the freezer, thaw, and make a delicious 
batch of strawberry pancakes, smoothies, sauce..... Yum!

Pick Your Own  
All shareholders are encouraged to come to the farm to Pick 
Your Own (PYO) during any daylight hours. We ask that you 
try to avoid rainy days as picking wet plants tends to spread 
plant diseases.  You can find our current picking conditions on 
our website. When you get to the farm, check the "Pick-Your-
Own" board for current conditions, location, and picking limits.  
For those of you from the Boston Area, we know it's far, but 
while you are not charged for PYO crops, you are welcome to 
come anytime and pick the amounts shown on the board (at 
extra charge)

Pic of The Week

Opening Day!!

Special Events

Great Company, Great Ideas

On Saturday June 23
from 10 - 12 pm (during the farm shop)

You are invited to the (1st annual?) 
Brookfield Farm  
Scavenger Hunt!

 

We'll have a list of things to find that will take you on an 
adventure all around the Pick Your Own fields. Check 

them all off and win a prize! This is a great activity to do 
with your family, with a friend, with someone you've 
never met who also is setting off from the farm shop 

with a list of their own, or as a solo expedition.  
This event is suitable for all ages.

Senior Share Sunday Driving  
Senior Share driving route is open all day on SUNDAYS only. 
Please pickup a map from the Farm Shop and check in with 
the shopkeeper for details for how to make increased access safe 
for everyone!! 


